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VideoLogic ZXR-500 5.1 Speaker System

Model : -

Manufacturer : -

Manufacturers Description:

The perfect partner for any 5.1 channel soundcard, ZXR-500
will transform your PC into a thundering 65W home cinema
and surround sound gaming system.
ZXR-500 is a powerful 5.1 channel speaker system,
engineered to provide all the thrills of surround sound audio,
whether it is enhancing the earth-trembling sound effects in
your favourite movie, blasting out the latest games or
immersing you in music.

Using years of professional audio experience, gained through
the development of our award winning DigiTheatre and
Sirocco ranges, this compact powerhouse has been
engineered to outperform systems costing twice as much.With
five powerful discrete satellite speakers and a mighty 25W
RMS subwoofer, ZXR-500 pumps out some serious sound.

ZXR-500 includes dual flared subwoofer bass ports and a
tuned amplifier for precise imaging. Individual volume controls
and sturdy speaker stands ensure that its impressive 65W of
power is delivered where and how you want it.

The comprehensive package includes everything you need to
get up and running quickly with connecting cables, satellite
speaker stands and a clear, concise user guide. Just connect
up to your 6-channel soundcard, DVD or video player and
enjoy.

Spec:

    Powerful dual-ported subwoofer
    Balanced &lsquo;natural&rsquo; sound
    Sleek silver styling
    Choice of stereo inputs
    Accessories included - speaker stands and dual phono to
3.5 mm cable
    Fully magnetically shielded
    Fast, easy setup

Price : £69.95
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Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Thursday 11 August, 2011
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